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ABSTRACT

We determine generators of the rational cohomology algebras of moduli spaces of

parabolic vector bundles on a curve, under some 'primality' conditions on the parabolic

datum, These generators are canonical in a precise sense. Our results are new even

for usual vector bundles (i.e., vector bundles without parabolic structure) whose rank is

greater than 2 and is coprime to the degree; in this case, they are generalizations of a

theorem of Newstead on the moduli of vector bundles of rank 2 and odd degree.
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1 Introduction

The aim of this paper is to determine generators of the rational co-

homology aigebras of moduli spaces of parabolic vector bundles on

a curve, under some 'primality' conditions (see Assumptions 1.1 and

1.2) on the parabolic datum. These generators are canonical in a

sense which will be made precise below. Our results are new even for

usual vector bundles (i.e., vector bundles without parabolic structure)

whose rank is greater than 2 and is coprime to the degree; in this case,

they are generalizations of a theorem of Newstead [8], where the case

of vector bundles of rank 2 and odd degree is studied.

Let X be a compact Riemann surface, fix integers n and d with n

positive, and let A be a parabolic datum of rank n on X (see Section

3 below). Denote by Ux(n,d,A) the moduli space of parabolic vector

bundles of rank n and degree d) which a.re parabolic semistable with

respect to A. Fix a holomorphic Sine bundle L of degree d on X, and

let SUx (n, L, A) be the subvariety of Ux (™, d, A) consisting of vector

bundles with determinant isomorphic to L. We make the following

two hypotheses on the parameters n, d and A.

Assumption 1.1 Every parabolic vector bundle of rank n and degree

d on X which is parabolic semistable with respect to the parabolic

datum A is in fact parabolic stable.

Assumption 1.2 There exists a universal paraboiic bundle (or briefly,

a universal bundle) on Ux{n,d, A) x X.

Recall that a universal bundle on Ux (n, d, A)xX is a vector bundle

U on Ux [n, d, A) x X together with a flag of subbundles j*U = Ux>] D
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Vx'% D • • O Ux'k* D U*<k*+l = 0 in j ^ t / for each i P / ( ^ being the

set of parabolic points), where jx : Ux{n, d, A)-*Ux{n,d, A) xX is the

map £ i—> (i?, x), such that for each E 6 Ux(n,d, A), the restriction

of f/ to {£} x A' is parabolically isomorphic to E. We use the same

symbols to denote the restrictions of U and Ux'' etc. to SUx (n, L, A).

Notation 1.3

• If S and T are topological spaces, and if a £ H*(S x T, Q), then

a (a) : tf,(T,Q) -» //-(£,Q) is the map <r(a)^ = a/z, where /

denotes the slant product.

• If V is A vector bundle, then P(V) denotes its project!vization.

• All cohomologies in the paper have Q-coefficients.

Having settled on the notation, we now have the following two

theorems which are the main results of this paper.

Theorem 1.4 Suppose that Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2 hold, and let

U be amj universal bundle, on Ux {n, d, A) x X. Then, the rational

cohomology algebra of Ux{n,d, A) is generated by the. Chern classes

Cj(Hom{Ux'',Ux''-1)) (x £ J) and the images of

<r(cv(U)) : ffi(JT) -* Hl(Ux(n,d,A)) and

tr(a,(P(t/))) : Hr{X) -± H2l-r(Ux(n,d,A}} (2 < i < n, 0 < r < 2)

where o,(.) denote, the characteristic classes of protective bundles in-

troduced in Definition 2.4 below.

Theorem 1.5 Suppose that Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2 hold, and let

U be any universal bundle on SUx{n, L,A) x X. Then the rational

cohomology algebra of SUx (ni L, A) is generated by the Chern classes

c}(7iom{Uz-',Ux-'-1)) (x € J) and the images of

<T(a,(P(L'))) : HT(X) — H2"r(SUx (", L, A)) (2 < i < n, 0 < r < 2).

Note that the generators given in Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 are canoni-

cal, i.e., independent of the choice of a universal bundle (which is easily

seen to be non-unique). Indeed, if U' is another universal bundle, then

there exists a line bundle £ on Ux(n,d,A) such that U' — U ® p*£,

where p : Ux(n,d, A) x X—>Ux{n,d, A) is the canonical projection.

Now, for every z e Hi(X], we have o(ci{U'))z = a{ci(U))z, since
aici(p'O)z = 0; on the other hand, it is obvious that P(U') = P(f/)

and Hom((U'Y'\ (t/')1''"1) = Hom(Ux<\ U^'1).

We now relate the above theorems to certain results of Atiyah and

Bott [1]. Let Ux{n,d) be the moduli space of stable vector bundles of

rank n and degree d, where n and d are coprime. In this case, Atiyah

and Bott [l] proved that the Kunneth components (with respect to

any basis of //*(A",Q}) of the Chern classes of any universal bundle

on Ux (n, d) x X generate the rational cohomology algebra of Ux (n, d).

Theorem 1.4 above differs from this result in the following respects.

Firstly, we work throughout in the setup of parabolic bundles, whereas

Atiyah and Bott were working with usual vector bundles. Secondly, as

we have observed above, the generators we obtain are canonical, i.e.,

they are independent of the choice of a universal bundle, whereas the

Kunneth components of the Chern classes of a universal bundle U do

depend on the choice of U. Finally, by specializing to the case where

the parabolic set is empty, and applying Lemma 2.6 below, we obtain

the above result of Atiyah and Bott from Theorem 1.4; whereas it does

not seem possible to deduce Theorem 1.4 from the result of Atiyah

and Bott: the difficulty is due to the fact that the slant product does

not behave well with the cup product.

We shoukl remark that Beauville [2] has given another proof of

the above result of Atiyah and Bott. In the parabolic setup, and un-

der Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2, the method of Beauville can be used to

deduce that the Kunneth components of the Chern classes of any uni-

versal bundle U and the Chern classes c.jCHom{UXf', Ux>1~1)} generate
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the cohomology of Ux{n, d, A), a statement which, as we have seen

above, is weaker than Theorem 1.4.

The following is a consequence of the above theorems.

Corollary 1.6 Let n—2, suppose Assumptions 1.1 and 1,2 arc true,

and let U be any universal bundle on 5Wjf (2, £, AJ x A'. Then, the

rational cohomology algebra ofSMx(2, L, A) is generated by the Chern

classes Cji'HomlS1^1)) (x € J), and the image of

<r(c2(£ndU)) : Hr(X)—+H4-r(SUx(n, L, A)) (0 < r < 2),

where j;U = I)** D U1-2 = ST is the flag in j'JJ (x 6 J), and

Qx = j;u/sr.

The above coroilary is a generalization to parabolic bundles of a

theorem of Newsteaci [8].

In our approach, Assumption 1.1 is natural and indispensable; it

is a technical necessity which guarantees that the action of a cer-

tain gauge group on a certain space of holomorphic structures is free.

Granted this, Assumption 1.2 is not too stringent a restriction, as the

following observation shows.

Proposition 1.7 Suppose the parameters n, d and A satisfy Assump-

tion 1.1. Then, they satisfy Assumption 1.2 if any one of the following

three conditions is satisfied:

• The rank n and the degree d are coprime.

• There exists a parabolic point x € J such that J2i=3
 nx,i is co-

prime to n for some j (1 < j < kx), where nx i,..., nT^ denote

the parabolic multiplicities at x.

• There exists a parabolic point x £ J such that ]T*f, nIti and n + d

are coprime for some j .

Here is a brief outline of the contents of the paper. In Section 2,

we define the characteristic classes of projective bundles which occur

in the statements of the theorems. The next section contains a de-

scription of generators of the rational cohomology of the classifying

spaces of certain gauge groups. The final section contains proofs of

the above results.

2 Projective Bundles

This preliminary section deals with some universal aspects of projec-

tive bundles, the aim being to define explicit characteristic classes for

these bundles.

If G is a topological group, then EG —* BG will denote a universal

principal G-bundle. Cohomology groups will have rational coefficients

throughout, unless otherwise indicated. Fix a positive integer n.

The natural epimorphism 7r ; U(n) —> PU(n) induces a fibration

Bn : BU(n) -> BPU{n) wi th fibre BU{\). Let xu...,xn be the

Chern roots of EU(n), so H*{BU(n)) is the algebra S[xu ..., xn] of

symmetric polynomials in the x, with rational coefficients (or, equiv-

alently, H"(BU(n)) is the polynomial algebra Q[ci cn], where

f, = Ci(EU(n})). The Leray-Hirsch theorem implies that the map

(Bn)* : H'{BPU{n)) — H'(BU(n)) is injective, and (see [3], Section

15.2) its image equals the subalgebra I[x\,. .., xn] of S[xi,. •., xn] con-

sisting of symmetric polynomials invariant under the affine change of

variables i,- •-> x,- + d, where d is an indeterminate.

Remark 2.1 The above fact means that if E —* M is a vector bundle,

the characteristic classes of its projectivization P{E) are precisely the

characteristic classes of E which are invariant under tensoring by a

line bundle.

L e m m a 2 . 2 The above algebra l[x\ ...,xn] is a polynomial algebra
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are the elementary symmetric functions in t / i , . . . , yn, where
n

yi — nxi — 2_j XJ< 1 — ' — n'

The proof of the lemma is quite easy, and we omit it. Note that the

first elementary symmetric polynomial in the y,, namely their sum, is

zero. The following assertion follows immediately from Lemma 2.2.

Corollary 2.3 Fork -2,...,n, define a k £ H2k(BPU{n)) by (Bi:)'ak

Zk- Then II'{BPU{n)) is the polynomial algebra Q[a2, • • • > an\-

Definition 2.4 Let P be a principal PU(n)-bundle on aCW-complex

M. Then, for k = 2 , . . . , n, the k-th characteristic class a/,(P) of P is,

by definition, the element fak € H2k(M), where / : M - • BPU{n)

is some classifying map for P and ak is as in Corollary 1.3. (As usual,

(tk{P) is independent of the choice of/.)

Examples 2.5

1. If E —>• M is a vector bundle of rank 2, with Chern roots X\,X2,

then

a2(P{£)) = - ( i j - x2)
2 = c2{£nd E),

where P(E) is the projectivization and End E is the endomor-

phism bundle of E.

1. Let E —* M be a vector bundle of rank 3 such that c,{E) —

0 (t = 1,2), c3 ^ 0, and let xi,x2,x3 be the Chern roots of E.

Then

as(P(E)) = 21x^X1 = 27r3(E) / 0,

while ci(£nd E) = c3(£nd E) = 0, End E being the complexifi-

cation of a real vector bundle.

The above examples illustrate the fact that any characteristic class

of £nd Ecan be written as a polynomial in a,-(P (£))., but the converse

is not true, for P(£') has more characteristic classes than End E.

Lemma 2.6 Ifn>k>2, there exist a polynomial Pn,k(Ti, • • •, 7̂ t—I)

with rational coefficients, and a non-zero constant \nik G Q such that

for every vector bundle E of rank n on a CW-complex M, we have

ak(P(E)) = Pn}k(Cl(E)}a2(P(E)),..., fflJt_ (1)

Proof. It suffices to find Pn,k and non-zero An^ such that (1) holds

for EU(n). Let u{ - a,-(P(i?t/(n))) and c,- = Ci(EU(n)); then u, =

(BU)"ai. We prove the result oniy for k = 2, the general case following

easily by induction on k. Since c\ and c? generate H4(BU(n)), we can

find a, A 6 Q such that u2 — ac\ + ac2- If A = 0, then u-2 — ac\ =

0; since {], cuc\,...} is an H'(BPU{n))-basis of H*(BU(n}}, this

implies that «2 = 0, contradicting the injectivity of (Bn)*. •

Lemma 2.7 £e( 1 < r < 2, and fix a C°° vector bundle E of rank n

on the r-sphere Sr. Then, for each k = 2 , . . . , n, (ftere eitsfs a C°°

bundle V on S2k~r x 5 r sucA (Aai:

1. For each t € S2k'r, we have Vt ~ £, wftere Kf =

5 r - * 5 2 t " r x 5 r fceinff (fte m o p i i~» ( t , x ) .

2. For each x e Sr, Jx*

is the map t h-» ((, i ) .

is trttno/, wfeere j x : ' t-r x Sr

Proof. The existence of V satisfying (1) and (2) with ck(V) ± 0

follows by standard arguments of K-theory. If a^(V) = 0, then Lemma

2.6 implies that ct(V) is a multiple of ci{V)k, which is zero since Ci(V)

is the pull-back of (^(E) by the second projection, a contradiction. •



3 Cohomology of Some Classifying Spaces

In this section we describe, for later use, generators of the rational

cohomology algebras of certain mapping spaces. The computations

here are motivated by Section 2 of [1], [5], and Section 5.1 of [4]. All

CW-complexes here are assumed to be finite, and cohomologies are

over Q.

Let M be a pointed CW-complex, and let E be a complex vector

bundle of rank n over M. Fix a base point bo 6 BU{n). Let Q(M, E)

denote the complex gauge group of E, with the compact-open topol-

ogy. Then as shown in [1] and [5], the space MapE(iW, BU{n)) of all

maps / : M—*BU(n)) such that f"EU(n) ~ E is a classifying space

for G(M,E), so let us denote Ma.pE{M,BU(n)) by BQ(M,E). The

subspace Mapg(M, BU(n)} consisting of all pointed maps is closed in

BQ(M,E). We denote Map£(M, BU(n)) by B(M,E). When there

is no scope for confusion, we shall write just Q for Q(M,E), B for

£(M, £) ,etc .

Let E : BQ x M—>BU(n) denote the evaluation map, (/, i ) t~* f[x).

Then the bundle e*EU(n) is called the universal bundle on BQ x M,

and is denoted €(MyE). We denote the restriction of £(M,E) to

Bx,M also by £(M,E).

If <j> : M'—*M is a pointed map of CW-complexes, and if E is a

vector bundle over M, then, denoting E' — <f>*B, there is a natural

map 4>* : BQ{M, E)^BQ(M\ £"), / » / ( . * , carrying B(M, E) into

B(M', E'). These constructs have the following functorial property.

Proposition 3.1 Suppose <f> : M~^M' is a pointed map of CW- com-

plexes, lei E be a complex vector bundle over M, and let E' = 4>"E.

Write Q for G(M,E), Q' for Q(M',E'), etc. If d(.) denotes ck(.) or

a/t(P(.)) for some k, then the diagram

H.(M') Ht{M)

a{d(£')) u(d{£))

H*(BQ')

commutes, where a(a)z — a/z is the slant product with a.

Proof. The commutativity of the diagram

(j>* X 1
BQ x M' - BQ' x M'

1 x

BQx M BU(n)

taken with the functorial properties of the slant product, leads directly

to the desired conclusion. •

The space B(M, E) has the following semi-universal property.

Proposition 3.2 Suppose E is a complex vector bundle on a pointed

CW'Complex, and V a vector bundle on T x M such that:

• For each t&T, we have V, S E, where V, = i*tV, i, : M^T x M

being the. map x >-> (t, x).

• If xo is the base point of M, and if j I 0 : T~*T X M is the map

t i—* (t, xo), then j * V is trivial.

Then, there exists a map $ : T-+B(M, E) such that (ipxl

V.
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Proof. General properties of classifying spaces give a map 9 :

{T x M,T x {xo})-+{BU{n),bo) such that 6*EU(n) 9f V, where b0 is

the base point in BU(n). If we define ip : T^B by ifi(t)x = S((,i),

then e o (^ x 1) = 0, proving that (^ x 1}*£ ^ V. D

Let us study the space B(M, E) a little more when M = Sr, r =

1,2. TakeM = 5 1 first.

Proposition 3.3 Let E be a (necessarily trivial) complex vector bun-

dle of rank n on S1 • Then the cohomology algebra of B{S1,E) is

generated by c ^ / f S 1 ] and O i f P f ^ ) ) / ^ 1 ] , i = 2, ...,n, where [S1]

denotes the fundamental class of Sl.

Proof. Note first that g ( S \ E) equals QBU(n), which is homo-

topically equivalent to U(n). Thus H'{B) is an exterior algebra on

n generators &t £ H2l~l(B), % — 1, n. Introduce the ad-hoc no-

tation u>[ = c^{£)j[Sl] and u{ = a,(P{^))/[STl], i - 2,...,n. Since

Hl(B) = Q.6*j, we can write u\ = A î for some A (E Q. Choose a

vector bundle V on 5 ' x S1 such that Ci(V) / 0. By Proposition

3.2, there exists a map if> : Sl—*B such that (i> x 1)"^ — V, hence

dfVJ/IS1] = ip'uji = A ^ x . Since d ( F ) / 0, this implies that

X T̂  0, and ^| = A~1u-'i. Now let 2 < A; < n and assume that for

each i = 1 , . . . , k — 1, #; is a polynomial in u j , . . . , w,-. Thus H'{8) is

generated by wi , . . . ,u;t_i,0/t,.. . , ^ n . Write

where P is some polynomial and \x £ Q. By Lemma 2.7, there exists a

vector bundle V on 52*"1 x 5 ' satisfying the conditions of Proposition

3.2, such that ak(P(V)) f 0. Choose a map V : S2k~l^B such that

(V> x \)'£ - V. We see then that ij}*uk = ^ ( P t ^ ) ) / ^ 1 ] ; moreover,

for 1 < i < k - 1, ^*w; 6 //'2!~1(52*:"1) = 0. Therefore, pulling back

equation (1) by V, we get ak(P(V))/[Sl] = ii4>'9k. Since ak(P(V)) /

0, we conclude that /; ^ 0, and dividing by fi, we express 6k as a

polynomial in t j j , . . ,,wj... D
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Proposition 3.4 / / £ is a complex vector bundle of rank n on S2,

then the cohomology algebra ofB(S2, E) is generated byat(P{£))/[S2],

Proof. By definition, B(S2,E) is a connected component of

which is homotopically equivalent to QU(n). Therefore (see [10], p.68),

H*(B) is generated by n - 1 elements 6t 6 H2'(B), 1 < i < n - 1.

If wi = a,+ 1(P(f))/[52], 1 < i < n- 1, then using Lemma 2.7 and

Proposition 3.2, we see, as in the proof of Proposition 3.3, that each

9k is a polynomial in u>i,..., w*. •

We now use these results to obtain generators for B{X, E) when

A' is a 2-manifold.

Proposition 3.5 Let X be a pointed, compact, connected and ori-

ented surface, and let E be a complex vector bundle of rank n on X.

Then the cohomology algebra ofB(X,E) is generated by the images of

Hi(X)—•//1(5) and

a(ai(P(£))) : Hr{X)^H2'~r(B) (2 < i < n, 1 < r < 2),

where a denotes, as usual, the slant product.

Proof. Write A" as a cofibration B <-+ X ^* S2, where B is a

wedge of 2g circles, and assume, without loss of generality, that the

centre of the wedge is the base point io of X. Denote G — i*E. Let

z0 = 7r(x0), and let F be a vector bundle over S2 such that TT'F = E.

Since the mapping functor transforms cofibrations into fibrations, we

get a fibration

8(S2, F) £ B(X, E) ̂  B(B, G).

12



Proposition 3.1 implies that the pull-back of a,-(P£(X. E))j[X] by it*

equals ai(P£(S2, F))/vr*[X]. Since HI{K) is an isomorphism, Proposi-

tion 3.4 now tells us that the Leray-Hirsch theorem applies. Thus the

cohomology algebra of B(X, E) is generated by the a;(P£(J¥, E))j[X]

together with the image of H*{i#). Let B = V2J=lSa, where each Sa

is a circle; then -ya = [Sa] form a. basis of Hi(li). Since B(B,G) —

YlJLi B(Sa,G), a n d since. Hi(i) is an isomorphism, Propositions 3.1

and 3.3, applied as above, lead us to the finish. D

Theorem 3.6 Let X be a 2-manifold as in Proposition 3.5. Then,

the cohomology algebra of BQ is generated by the images of

G(ci{C)):Hr{X)^H2-r{q_) ( 0 < r < l ) and

<?(<H{P(£))) : Hr(X)—+H2i-r{Q) (0 < r < 2, 2 < i < n).

Proof. Let XQ be the base point of X, and consider the fibra-

tion B •—* BQ ^+ BU(n)} where eXa(f) = f{xo). Since the images

of H\(X) and H%(X) under the various slant products restrict, by

Proposition 3.5, to generators of H*(B), the Leray-Hirsch theorem

applies. By Lemma 2.6, Ci{EU(n)) and a,-(Pi?J7(n)), 2 < i < n, gen-

erate H'(BU(n)). Since s^d(EU(n)} = d(£)/[xu] for d = C l(.) or

d = a,(P(.)), the result follows, a

Remark 3.7 In view of Lemma 2.6, Theorem 2.6 implies the asser-

tion concerning rational cohomoiogy in Proposition 2.20 of [1]. Actu-

ally Lemma 2.6 may give one the impression that the above theorem

can be deduced from Proposition 2.20 of [l], but this impression is

hard to substantiate; the difficulty is due to the fact that the slant

product does not behave well with the cup product.

We now apply the above results in the context of parabolic bundles

over a curve. The standard reference for paxabolic bundles is Mehla
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and Seshadri [7], and we refer to Nitsure [9] for the gauge theoretic

aspects of parabolic bundles.

Let X be a compact, connected and oriented surface, fix a positive

integer n, and let A be a parabolic datum of rank n on X. Thus, A

consists of:

• a finite subset J of X; and

• for each x e J , a sequence (n^ i , . . .,nx^x) of positive integers

such that 5^*Ij iii.i = n, and a sequence 0 < aXt\ < ... < aXrf!l <

] of real numbers.

Fix a quasi-parabolic vector bundle of rank n and type A on X, and

let C/par denote the subgroup of the gauge group Q of E, consisting of

parabolic gauge transformations.

Let £ denote the universal bundle on BQ x X, and for each x <z

J, let TT denote the bundle of flags of type A in j*£, where j x :

BQ-+BQ-X.X is the m a p / >-> (f,x). Define 0 : T^BQ to be the fibre

product of Tx (x e J) over BQ. With these preparations out of the

way, we can identify BQpaT.

Lemma 3.8 The space J" is a classifying space for Qpar.

Proof. General considerations give BQVdLr as EQ/Qpss; further, by

[1], EQ is the space of all maps / : E^EU(n) which carry each fibre

of E isomorphically to some fibre of EU(n). Note that such an /

defines an element / € BQ such that / is an isomorphism of E with

f*EU(n). On the other hand, the fibre of T at / e BQ is the product

of certain flag manifolds of EU{n)j^ (x £ J). Define a : EQ^f

by a(f) = (f(FiEx) C EU(n)/(x)), where / e BQ is induced by / ,
and F'EX are given by the quasi-parabolic structure of E. By the

definition of (Jpar, a factors through a map a : EQIQV^-^T, which is

easily seen to be a homeomorphism. •

14



k

So, denote T by BQp&t. The pull-back £par of f by 0 x 1 : BQpa.r x

X^BQ^X is a family of quasi-parabolic bundles, i.e., for each a; € J,

there is a decreasing flag £*£ D £*£ D . . . of type A in j~£pa.t, where,

as usual, j r(() = ((, x) for! € S<?par. We call £par the universal bundle

on BQparxX.

Theorem 3.9 With notation as above, the cohomology algebra of B(?pBr

is generated by CjCHom(£p£r, £p
c£^T1)) {x 6 J) and the images of

) (0 < r < 1) and

r) (0<r<2,2<i< n).

Proof. As already remarked, the fibre of <fi : BQp^—fBQ over / is a

product of flag manifolds MJ of the vector spaces £[jtT) (x £ J ) . Each

of these flag manifolds carries a tautological flag Fj'1 of vector bundles,

and the flag £p£r on £?<7pBr, in fact, restricts to the tautological flag on

each factor MJ of the fibre. Now, in general, if M is a flag manifold,

and if F 1 D F1 3 . .. is its tautological flag of vector bundles, then

Cj(Hom(F', F*^1}) generate the cohomology algebra of M. In our

context, this fact implies that the Leray-Hirsch theorem holds for the

fibration <p, and the result follows from Theorem 3.6. O

4 Proofs

This section brings together the results of the previous sections to

prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.5. The notation is the same as before.

Let X be a compact Riemann surface, and let n and d be integers

with n positive, and let A be a parabolic datum of rank n on X.

Suppose that Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2 are satisfied.

Let E be a C°° quasi-parabolic bundle on X of rank n, degree d

and parabolic type A. Let A be the space of holomorphic structures in

E, and -4par the open subset of A consisting of holomorphic structures
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which are parabolic stable with respect to the datum A. Let Q denote

the gauge group of E, and denote Q = Q/C and <?par — t/par/C*,

where C* is the constant scalar subgroup of Q. There is a natural

action of § on .4, which induces a free action of ^p a r on Apav, and

there is a canonical homeomorphism of Ap3r/GpB.T with Ux{n,d, A),

hence we will identify them with each other from now on.

Notation 4.1 If G is a topological group, and T is a G-space, then

T(G) denotes the homotopy quotient EG xG T. (We write T(G)

instead of the standard notation TQ for reasons of convenience.)

Remark 4.2 Note that for any G-space T, there are two canonical

maps T(G)^BG and T(G)->T/G. The first map is a fibre bundle over

BG with fibre T, and is a homotopy equivalence if T is contractible.

The second map is a homotopy equivalence of T(G) with T/G if T is

a free G-space.

Consider the diagram

C* Spar

i —> c* —> g -^ g —+ i

where the vertical maps are the canonical inclusions, and / and / '

denote the canonical projections. This induces a diagram

BG

•BQV,,

BQ

16



of fibrations; the fibres of 7r and jr' are homeomorphic to BU(1).

Since A is contract!t>le, by Remark 4.2, the natural map

<t> '• -4(?par)—*BGp!tr is a homotopy equivalence. Let £par denote the

universal bundle on fl(?par x X, and let V denote the bundle on

-^part^par) x A obtained by pulling back £par via the composition

X A ar X A",

where A : -4par(Spar) *-•• A(Gpsr) denotes the inclusion map.

Remark 4,3 The £par-eqinvariant perfectness of a certain stratifi-

cation (see Nitsure [9]) implies that the inclusion A induces a sur-

jection in rational cohomology. Thus, by Theorem 3,9, the Chern

classes c}(Hom(Vx'\ V1'1™1)) and the slant products c\(V)/z (r 6

Hy{X)),ci{V)/\x0} (x0 a fixed base point in A) and at(P(V))/[y] (y €

Hr{X), 0 < r < 2, 1 < i < n) generate the algebra H"(Ap!,r(Qp&t)).

Proof of Theorem 1.4: Let notation be as above, and as in The-

orem 1.4. Since the action of tfpar on _4par is free, the canonical map

4> : A'pal{Qp3X)~*Ux(n,d^ A) is a homotopy equivalence. Let V denote

the bundle on -4par(£par) x A obtained by pulling back the universal

bundle

U—fUx{n,d, A) X A" by the composition

-4Par(Spar) X l ^ l -4par(£par) x l ^ l UX («, d. A) X X

where TT is induced by 7r : S(?par~+-Bt?par above. Recall now that

we have constructed above another family V on -4par(i/par)
 x A" us-

ing BQplLT. Now V and V are families of parabolic stable bundles

parametrized by A^aj(Qp&T) such that for each t € ApaJ{Gp^), Vt =

V/. Therefore, there exists a line bundle £ on -4Par({7Par) such that

V2V® p*£, where p : A'paT(QpaT) x A'^^lpar(5par) is the canonical

projection. This implies that P(V) £ P(V"), WomfV'1'', V1'1"1) =

•"'*, (V)1 '1"1), and ci(V)/z — Cj(V')/z for all z € H\[X),
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Thus, if W = (V>xl)*l/, then P(V) = (Trxl)'P(W), nom(Vx'', V^1"1) =

Tr'fWoml^1'1, W1^"1)), and c, (V)/z = 7r-(Cl(lV)A) for all z € /fL(X).

Further, we easily see that under the inclusion BU(l) <-* ^ p a r (5) as

a fibre of K, CI(V)/[X0] restricts to a generator of H2(BU(\)), Now

in general, if w : E-^B is a fibration with fibre F such that: (a) the

algebra H*(E) is generated by certain classes a, 0i,..., ftk', (b) the

classes ft- are pull-backs of certain classes 0; G H*(B) by 7r; and (c)

H(F) is a polynomial algebra on OF, where ap denotes the restriction

of Q to f; then, H*(B) is generated by # , , . . . , ^ . This fact applies

in our situation because of the above observations and because of Re-

mark 4.3, and implies that the Chern classes c3{Hom{Wx<1, W1''-1))

and the slant products cx(W)/z (z € Hi(X)) and a;(P(W))/y (y G

Hr(X), 0 < r < 2, 2 < i < n) generate #*(-4par(£par)). Since

V' : Apar(6Par)—>Mx {n, d, A) is a homotopy equivalence, we are done.

•

P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1.5: Suppose U is a universal bundle on SUx (n, L, A ) x

A". Consider the right action of the n-torsion subgroup Tx(n) of the

.lacobian Jx on SUx{n, L, A) x X, defined by (E,a).Q= (E®(.X~l®

a), where E e SUx{n,L,A), a € Jx and £ e rjf(n). Then the map

7T: SUx(n,L, A) x Jx-^Ux(n,d, A), (E, a) ^ £ ® a

is a principal r^(n)-bundle, i.e., a Galois covering with Galois group

Tx{n). On the other hand, the Poincaro polynomials of Ux(n, d. A)

and

SUx(n,L,A) x Jx are equal {see Nitsure [9], Remark 3.11). Since

rjf(ra) is a finite group, this means that the action of Tjf(n) on

SUx{n, £,A) x Jx induces a trivial action on the cohomology of

SUx(n, L, A) x Jx , or equivalently that the map ir induces an isomor-

phism in rational cohomology. (In the case of usual vector bundles,

the triviality of the action of Tx{n) on the rational cohomoiogy of

iSWjf (n,L), where n and the degree of L are coprime, is a theorem
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of Harder and Narasimhan [6], who proved it using arithmetic tech-

niques. It was reproved by Atiyah and Bott [1] using gauge theory.

The methods of Nitsure [9] generalize the approach of Atiyah and Bott

[1] to parabolic bundles.) Now, if

i:SUx(n,L,A)—>SUx(n,L,A) x Jx

denotes the map E >-» (E, Ox), and if j : SUx{n, L, A)^Ux(n, d, A)
denotes the inclusion, then j — n o i. Since TT* is an isomorphism and

i" is surjective, we see that

f :H'{Ux(n,d,A))—*U'[SUx(n,L,&.))

is surjective. Now, let V be an arbitrary universal bundle on Ux {n, d, A) x

X, and denote the restriction of V to SUx(n, £ , A ) x X by V, Then,

Theorem 1.4 applied to V, and the surjectivity of j * imply that the

Chern classes c^WomfV"'1', V*-*'1)) and the slant products cl{V)jz (z g

Hi(X)) and a;(P(V))/jf {y € // r(X), 0 < r < 2, 2 < i < n) gener-

ate H'{SUx{n,L,A)). Q\i\,SUx{n,L,A) is simply connected, so the
classes c.y(V)/z (z £ Hi(X)) are all zero. Finally, since U and V are

both universal bundles on

SUx(n,L, A)xX, they differ by aline bundle coming from SUx{n, L, A),

hence

H o m l F ^ ^ ' - ' J S H o r a l f / 1 ' 1 , ^ ' - 1 ) and P(V) ^ P(U). •

Proof of Corollary 1.6: If Ux = j'xU (x e / ) , then the exact

sequence

0 —i- Sx —-U* —> Q1 —- 0

implies that Ux ̂  Sx © Q r topologically. Since 5X is either zero or a

line bundle, 5* ®SX is either zero or a trivial line bundle, and hence

Cj[Hom(Sx,Sx)) = ci{nom{Sx,Qx)). Finally, Example 2.5 (1) im-

plies that

LdB.Jtt.JUt.JIk,

Proof of Proposition 1.7: As in Atiyah and Bott (see [1], Section 9),

the crux of the proof consists in finding a holomorphic C?par-line bundle

£ o n ^par o n which C* C (/par acts via the identity homomorphism

C " - C * , t ̂  t. L e t U = A s
p s r x E a n d V** = A ° ^ x F ' E X ( x £ j ) ,

where E is the fixed C°° quasi-parabolic bundle under consideration.

If we let £par act trivially on X, then U and C/ '̂ are naturally Qp-ar-

vector bundles on which C* acts by the identity homomorphism. Fix

a line bundle Ox(l) of degree ] on X, and for each k £ Z, let U(k) —

U®q*Ox(k), where q : AplLTxX—>X denotes the canonical projection.

Denote by Det U(k) the determinant line bundle of U{k) in the sense

of Quillen [11]. Then Det U(k) is a holomorphic (7par-line bundle

over ^4par on which C* acts by the homomorphism ( i-̂  tN+kn, where

N -d + n(] -g), g being the genus of X. If (n,d) = 1, let a, b € Z

be such that an-\- bN = I, and take

£ = (De t U(l))a® (De t V)h~'';

then C* acts by the identity homomorphism on f. If Yl$=j »rj a n d

n are coprime for some x and j , then the rank m of f/̂ '-1 and H are

coprime; Set a, b £ Z be such that am + bn= 1, and take

= (det (Det ( D e t U(\))b\

then f has the required property. Lastly, if J^lj nr,, and n + d are

coprime for some i and j , let «, d 6 Z be such that am + b(d + n) — 1,

where m is the rank of f/1'1; then

f = (det UX'>Y ® (Det

will do, where Ux - j*U. •

(det
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